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Subject: Impact of workplace flexibility due to COVID-19 
 
 

Purpose: ISU Extension leadership supports flexibility through this crisis thus far and Fall 2020 will 

be no different. Neither this guidance nor process is in coordination with the Disability 

Accommodation process. Employees needing resources for a healthcare-related accommodation 

should work directly with their county director or regional director. This guidance as it pertains to 

flexible workplace requests is drafted in response to the COVID-19 global pandemic but may continue 

to be utilized if desired by the extension council.  

 

Background: These times require new ways of thinking about how work gets done throughout 

Extension, how managers manage their teams, and how everyone can collaborate and create a 

culture of trust. This guidance is designed to help employees, supervisors and teams think through 

how they can enable and support flexibility based on their own unique circumstances. 

A Flexible Workplace Request may include: 

• Working remotely 

• Reduction of hours/FTE 

• Modified or alternating schedule 

• Compressed workweek and more 
 

Process: Each extension council will need to approve a Flexible Workplace policy in order for it to be 

effective in their respective county. Due to the dynamic pandemic environment, extension councils 

will approve these flexible work arrangements in monthly increments and shall be reviewed each 

month as warranted. The monthly review of existing flexible work arrangements as well as new 

requests can be reviewed by the full council or the responsibility may be designated to the personnel 

committee or a supervisor. Each arrangement is specific to an individual employee and is not “one 

size fits all.” 

 

We encourage employees to discuss with supervisors to identify a plan that works for both employee 

and county.  

  



 

Questions for employees to consider before submitting a request: 

 
Primary questions to consider when requesting workplace flexibility: 

• How would the request affect the employee’s ability to do their job and what impact would it 
have on their team? 

• How might flexibility relieve personal stress caused by other time restrictions (such as 
childcare or elder care demands, commute to work, class schedule, doctor appointments, 
etc.?) 

• What type of flexibility is needed to work best? 

• How will this flexible work option affect customers, co-workers, and manager? 

• How will the employee communicate with their supervisor and assure work is completed as 
expected? 

 
 
Primary questions to consider before asking for remote work: 

• Does employee have an appropriate space/connectivity/telecommunication to work at 
home? 

• Does employee request remote work all the time or just some of the time? 

• Will employee be able to devote full attention to work when physically at home? 

• Will employee need to block time that is dedicated to work? 
 

 
Primary questions to consider before asking for compressed work week: 

• Will my energy be sapped by long days? 

• Do I have enough workflow to fill 10-hour days? 

• How do I handle weeks with a holiday falling on my off day? 

• Will I be able to provide adequate customer service? 

• Will long days negatively impact my family situation? 
 
 
Primary questions for supervisors or extension councils to consider: 

• Will this arrangement be a win-win for both employee and county? 

• How will holidays, compensatory time, and/or flex time be handled? Councils can tailor the 
process to meet the specific needs of the county and staff.  

• Are there existing county resources (i.e. Laptop, cell phone, etc.) that could be procured or 
loaned to better assist an employee in an alternate work arrangement? 

• How will the supervisor or council ensure appropriate oversight if an employee requests to 
work from home especially as it pertains to procurement and fiduciary roles? Think about 
budget and cybersecurity here. Tracking devises, passwords, access, password-protected 
wifi are all things to consider for all employees, but especially those with fiduciary roles. 

 
  



 

Next Steps 

Submit request via email to the regional director or county director as applicable for the county.  

Information to provide in the email request: 

• Describe reason for this flexible workplace request 

• Describe the flexible work arrangement being requested 

• Indicate the proposed end date of the arrangement (30-day or less increment) 

• If requesting to work from home, what percentage of your job can be performed remotely 
 

Once submitted, the supervisor will review and determine appropriate steps in conjunction with the 

extension council. A completed approval/denial/revision of the requested flexible work arrangement 

will be housed in the personnel file and shared via email with the employee. It is expected this 

arrangement will be approved or denied within one week of the request but may be longer if council 

approval is required depending on council meeting schedule. Councils should prepare to revise these 

arrangements – it is not first come first served but if a full time remote arrangements is granted for 30 

days, and then other employees ask for that arrangement, the Council must determine how to handle. 

Will the Council start a rotation? Reduce the length of time agreed upon for the arrangement? 

Similarly situated employees should be accommodated similarly.  

If approved, employee and supervisor will work to identify ways to ensure the work continues to meet 

expectations and employee is fully employed. This includes and is not limited to: 

• Review ways to cover peak time coverage, meeting times, special events, communication with 
clients, co-workers, supervisor, etc. 

• Identify if there are additional changes needed in order to meet job specific performance goals 
and objectives.  

• Develop a back-up plan when changes are needed to meet the department's business needs. 
 

 

Methods for Review 

Typically, approval shall be for no more than 30 days at a time. If the request is to extend an existing 

arrangement, a new request must be submitted in the same manner for review and implementation. 

 

 

 


